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Veteran’s Day Assembly
Kelli L. Dukes
Reporter

This past Friday on November
10, the school held an assembly in honor
of Veteran’s Day at around 9:15 am. The
assembly involved a 21 Gun salute, The
Pledge of Allegiance, and music from the
band, choir, and orchestra. General Glenn
Hagler, Vice Director of the United States
National Guard was the guest speaker at
Sikeston’s Veteran’s Day assembly. Hagler was graduated from SHS in 1984 and
went to Arkansas State University where
he then joined the military and became a
second lieutenant.
Miss Sikeston 2017, Annie Ensor, Miss Cotton Carnival, Ashley Gilman, and Junior Miss Sikeston, Emily
Hairston performed the Pledge of Allegiance in full respect for the Veterans.
“I thought that it was a very meaningful
event and it’s very cool that it gets to be
held at the high school every year. I felt
very honored that I could sit on the stage
this year. It really made the experience
that much more exciting. It’s very important to honor our veterans and all they do
for us, so I was happy I got to be apart of
that,” Ensor said.
The Sikeston High School band
and orchestra performed the National Anthem as well as other patriotic music to
honor those who have served.
Hagler shared his thoughts on
the event. “Our Veteran’s Day is a cel-

Courtesy of Standard Democrat.
Local Veterans salute to their branch of service at the Veteran’s Day ceremony.

ebration of all those who have served
and continue to serve our nation with
honor and distinction.” Hagler said.
“Each year we set aside Veteran’s Day to celebrate and pay tribute
to America’s veterans. We recognize
their devotion, patriotism, their selfless service and sacrifice on behalf of
all of us. It is their loyalty to our country that their great courage has made us
what we are today and what we have
been for more than two centuries. We
are the land of the free and the home of
the brave. We are a beacon of hope for
everyone in this increasingly complex
world,” Hagler added.
The ceremony, in support of
Veterans, was fantastic and it really
gave the students the chance to hear
from those who served in the military.

With the ceremony coming to an
end, the faculty had received many great
compliments and appreciation on how
well the students here at SHS handle the
assembly.
Towards the end, Hagler had a
few more words to say in hopes of inspiring others and giving his appreciation to
other Veterans that attended the event.
“Today and everyday we must
remember our veterans and remain constantly vigilant that the freedoms they’ve
secured and the security they’ve defended
are not threatened or taken for granted. As
a nation, we are blessed with freedoms
our veterans secured and continue to preserve. They fought to defend our country
and our way of life — not only for us but
for the future generations of Americans.”
Hagler said.
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Kylie D. Noe
Co-Sports Editor
On November 1, as I scrolled
through my twitter feed, I noticed one thing
in particular: people were unable to contain
their excitement for Christmas. Throughout the day, I saw more and more comments
about “The Christmas Season” and I realized
that the majority of people were willing to
skip over Thanksgiving as a whole to bring
Christmas here just a little bit faster.
I would first like to say that all of
the people wanting to skip over Thanksgiving
will be the first to post a picture of their plate
of food, and comment on how much they love
it. Shame on you for wanting to skip all of this
delicious food while the rest of us have been
counting down the days until we got a taste of
our favorite dish.
My second reason for my love of
Thanksgiving is getting to see all of my family members. I have family from all over, so
I don’t get to see them much. Seeing them at

Christmas just is not enough, so Thanksgiving
is a time for us to be together and make memories more than once a year.
Thirdly, if you are wanting to skip
over Thanksgiving, then you must also want
to skip over the week long break from school.
I am so excited for this break because I have
worked hard in my high school and college
classes all year, and this break is much needed
for me to prepare for finals only two weeks after we return to school.
My final reason why we should not
skip over Thanksgiving, is because of our beloved Thanksgiving Day nap. There’s nothing
quite like taking your dress clothes off and
changing into sweats after stuffing yourself as
far as you can go. This is my favorite part of
Thanksgiving because I love naps and I love
food, and napping while full of food is a wonderful feeling.
It’s not wrong to be super excited for
Christmas, but we do not need to skip over
Thanksgiving. Thanksgiving is a very underrated Holiday that is filled with food, naps, and
most importantly, family love.

Kelli L. Dukes
Reporter
Jefferey W. Thornbrough
Reporter

Nate B. Self
Reporter
The policy of the Sikeston Senior High Bulldog
Barker, a school-sponsored publication, is to cover
issues that concern its students and the world
around them and to promote a learning environment that encourages an exchange of ideas. In this
way the Bulldog Barker strives to involve Sikeston
High School’s rich resources of students, faculty,
and administrators.

Photo courtesy of Google Images.
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Student Opinion

Do you want to skip Thanksgiving and go right to Christmas?
“Heck no. Thanskgiving has all the fun of
Christmas, without the
stress of getting gifts
for people.”

“Yes, because I like presents.”

-Olivia Nash ‘18

-Ben Ray ‘18

“Yes, because of the
excitement Christmas
brings.”

“No because the pilgrims didn’t fight for
this.”

-Julia Spurlock ‘21

-Allison Miles ‘18

“No, becasue I like to eat
the food.”

“No, I love the food and
love traveling to see my
family in Chicago over
Thanksgiving.”

-Grant Lawson ‘19

-Mackenzie Yant ‘18
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Goals for the Season

Abby E. Vaught
Co-Editor

Not many people know what Speech and
Debate really is. It’s a competition where team members compete in individual and partner eventd. These
events range from partner debate to poetry recitation. Those who do well at district competition go on
to compete at a state level in the spring.
Sikeston’s Speech and Debate team has
eleven meets total throughout the season, counting
districts. They have completed four so far, with many
members bringing home awards for their events.
We interviewed club president Brylie Noe about the
season so far and her goals for the remaining months.
“My biggest goal for this season is to
advance to the state competition. For the past three
years I have placed within the top three at districts
and am really hoping to continue the tradition this
year and to continue to state. I also hope my team-

mates will do the same so we can all travel
together,” Brylie Noe said.
“I think this season is going very well.
We have lots of new members who are very
talented, and at our first meet of the season our
school won second place overall, which hasn’t
happened in a well. As president of the club I
have very high expectations for the season not
just for myself in my own events but for my
teammates as well,” Brylie Noe said.
The team members in Speech and
Debate for the 2017 2018 school year are Fidel
Alkilani ‘18, Emily Boyd ‘20, Charles Brooks
‘20, Brittney Bryars ‘21, Ella Crader ‘19, Natalle
Fennell ‘18, Khalia Freeman ‘21, T’Kaila Freeman ‘21, Emma Grimes ‘18, Beyonce Hightower
‘20, Sherri Hays ‘18, Rory Jaynes ‘20, Ross Kasting ‘18, Nate Mijares ‘20, Brylie Noe ‘18, Charlee
Oliver ‘20, Hanna Payne ‘18, Gwyneth Pearson
‘20, Macey Robinson ‘20, Sarah Thornton ‘18,
and Takila Williams ‘20.

photo courtesy of Jessica Ramsey
Ella Crader and Sarah Thronton pose with their trophie
after a competition.

NHS Induction
Gracie L. Barber
Reporter

photo courtesy of Debbie Miller
All new and old members smile for their first group
picture.

On Thursday, November 9th, thirty-nine
new National Honor Society members were inducted into the club. National Honor Society members
are required to complete 2 service projects each
semester and attend the monthly meetings.
Some of the past service projects have
been canned food for the food pantry, pajamas, dog
food for the Hummane Society, candy for TrunkOr-Treat, and many more.
The officers of NHS are Brylie Noe as President, Kylie Noe as Vice President , Roge Modicue
as Secretary, and Allison Miles as Service Project
Coordinator. The sponsors are Mrs. Thornbrough,
and Mrs. Eifert.
“First off, being elected NHS secretary was
such a huge honor and now I get to work along side
some amazing people. My favorite part about being

secretary would just have to be just looking at
the agenda and seeing what the organization
will be doing for the next few months, and
taking notes during the meeting. It’s interesting
to sit back and see how the meeting is getting
approached to the members!” Roge ‘20 said.
To be inducted into NHS, you must
maintain a 3.5 GPA, currently be a sophomore,
junior, or senior, be in good standings with the
school, and be in as many extracurricular activities as possible. There is not a certain amount of
extracurricular activities because it depends on
the average in your grade.
“I’m looking forward to the service
projects and getting to induct someone next
year” Isabelle Mcgill ‘20 said.
The next required meeting is Thursday,
December 7th. All new members and returning
members can attend the morning meeting, or
the after school meeting. New members, don’t
forget to pay your dues.

November 17, 2017
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photo courtesy of Alan Newton

#BlindVelvet for #BluesSocial along with this picture was trending on Twitter this past week as the band competed
for a chance to play at the Scottrade Center.

Will T. Garner
Distribution Manager

#BlindVelvet for #BluesSocial Will Talk
Abby E. Vaught
Co-Editor
This week on Twitter the hashtags #BlindVelvet for #BluesSocial were trending as the band
competed for a chance to play at the Scottrade Center for Social Media Night. The official St. Louis
Blues updated their Twitter on November 7, announcing that #BluesSocial #BlindVelvet was currently ranked first.
The Twitter contest originally opened for
nominations on November 6, when the band decided
that they were going to enter. Two days later, the St.
Louis Blues updated their Twitter announcing the final 90 minutes of the first round of the contest. The
band says they didn’t initially realize just how much
support they would receive.
“It has been amazing to feel all of the support thus far in the competition. You really do underestimate how many people love you and are there to
support you until you start reading everything that
people say and post through social media,” Alan
Newton, band member, said.”
Blind Velvet, as started in May of 2016,
consists of only three members: Evan Irwin on

drums, Alan Newton on guitar, and Brandon
Wilson on bass. Here is some background on
how they became what they are today:
“There is a book called Blind Amos
and His Velvet Principles. Essentially, it is about
a man who goes blind and realizes that it is a
blessing rather than a burden. He is able to now
judge a person on their personality rather than
their looks. We figured that we could take the
motto of acceptance and use that as a message
to everyone,” Newton said.
The hastags #BlindVelvet for #BluesSocial, #HardLoosLGB for #BluesSocial,
#ManTheHelm for #BluesSocial, and #TVLGB
for #BluesSocial were trending on Facebook,
Instagram, and Twitter as they were announced
as the finalists of this competition.
“The opportunity to possibly play at
the Scottrade Center is unreal! It is something
that we never thought would happen and was
just something we would try to enter. The support we have received this far is unreal,” Newton said.
The contest came to a close on November 14. Although Blind Velvet did not win, they
are happy to have had the opportunity.

Thanksgiving is the time of the year where
we are supposed to be thankful and happy for
everything we have. It’s easy to start getting excited
about this time of the year because it’s all about eating whatever you want and not feeling bad about it.
I think, if you do not loosen your belt two to three
loops then you aren’t doing it right. It is easy to be
excited and thankful about this holiday because who
can possibly be upset with a stomach full of good
food?
Another great thing about Thanksgiving is
the day after: Black Friday. Black Friday is when
stores around the country sell their items with major
discounts. People tend to go crazy over these supposed savings and will push, shove, and knock out
anyone just to get that special toy or item their kid
wants for Christmas.
Personally, I love Black Friday because
being a broke high school student, I can get things
I need for cheap. While everyone is fighting over
“what’s in” or “what’s hot,” I’m over in the socks section getting that hot deal on some Nike socks. The
downfall of this shopping day is waiting in those long
lines at the check out. At the end of the day, I will
wait forever to save $10 on some socks.
I hope everyone has a great Thanksgiving
and remembers to be thankful for the little things.
Also, here’s to enjoying all the food this season!

October 27, 2017
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Mental Health for the Holidays
		
FACTS

Brylie R. Noe
Reporter

For so many people, the holiday
season is synonymous with joy and fun.
What’s not to love? Starting with Thanksgiving and continuing on through Christmas and New Year’s Eve, we get to experience all the best parts of winter: snow,
deocrations, good and unhealthy food, a
break from school, and presents. For most,
the holiday season is their favorite part of
the year. But many media outlets and other
sources argue that there is a darker side to
the months of good cheer and fun.
For many years there has been a
persistant myth that mental health plummets during the holiday season, allowing
anxiety and depression to skyrocket. But is
there any truth to the rumor?
Despite the fun of the holidays I’m
sure we can all agree they can be stressful. Being around your extended family
for long periods of time will make anyone
insane. There are many factors that could
contribute to holiday stress; a recent loss in
the family, for example, would dampen the
holidays with grief. A family who struggles
financially may feel downtrodden because
they are not able to do and afford all the
things they wished they could for the holiday season. A person who feels they do not

“The Center for

- 1 in 5 Americans will be
impacted by mental illness in
their lifetime

Disease Control
and Prevention
released statistics

Disorder is a branch
of depression that follows a seasonal pat-

- 2/3 of those who live
with depression do not seek or
recieve medical treatment

that show suicides
are actually at a low
point in December.”
have any close family or friends and so
does not have any Thanksgiving plans
may feel depressed. But, does this
really translate to a change in mental
health during the holiday season? According to statistics: no, it doesn’t.
Shocking, I know. But over the
years no scientific study has been able
to show a correlation between suicide,
mental breakdowns, and the holiday
season. In fact, they can occasionally
show the opposite. The Center for Disease Control and Prevention released
stats showing that suicides are actually
at a low point in December and are actually highest in the spring season. For

“Seasonal Affective

the average person, the holiday season
is just that. So, why does the myth
persist?
One possible reason could be
the fact that mental health in America
is not exactly at it’s peak. More people
suffer from anxiety and depression
today than ever in the past, and it’s
easy for anxious or depressed people
to write their feelings off as “holiday
blues” instead of recognizing it for
what it is. This myth then becomes
dangerous, a way for mental illness
to camoflauge as something passing
instead of something that may be permanent. If people who actively believe

- Suicide is the 2nd highest cause of death in people
ages 15 to 44
- Seasonal Affective Disorder can mimic the signs of
common depression but is in
fact different
photo courtesy of Google Images

tern...the most common form beginning
in fall.”
this myth become affected with depression they can hinder their own mental
health by not recognizing the true
warning signs.
Particularly around Thanksgiving we see an increase in depression,
even if it doesn’t affect the overall rate
of suicide. People may not feel they
have a lot to be thankful for. Many
people in America are not educated
enough on the warning signs of mental illness. It is easy to confuse stress
and an anxiety disorder, or fleeting
sadness and depression. There is a
disorder many people are unaware of
that could be contributing to the myth

of the holidays bringing about depression. How many of you have heard of
Seasonal Affective Disorder, or SAD?
Not many are aware of this mental
disorder, even though many people
suffer. Seasonal Affective Disorder is a
branch of depression that follows a seasonal pattern. Basically, as the seasons
begin to change, you may find yourself
becoming less energetic, overeating
and gaining weight or vice versa, and
feeling morose or helpless.The most
common kind of SAD begins in the fall
and continues for the winter months.
It may not seem like a big deal, but
undiagnosed SAD can actually have

huge consequences, the same way common of any mental illness. Those who live
with Seasonal Affective Disorder can be
unaware of why they feel so depressed and
hopeless. Rather than an actual biological
issue, they attritube their feelings to weakness or oversensitivity, which can cause
self-esteem problems.
As we all know, the period of the
year typically referred to as “the holiday
season” falls during the winter. It is merely
a coincedence that as the holidays ramp up,
so do the symptoms of Seasonal Affective Disorder. What is not a coincedence,
however, is how so many people claim that
the holidays can make you more depressed.
Could there be a correlation? Could the
undiagnosed SAD symptoms be behind
this persistant holiday myth? Without an
in-depth scientific study, it is hard to say.
But if you think you could potentially be
a sufferer of Seasonal Affective Disorder,
seek help. There are methods of treatment
that can lessen the effects of SAD, such as
attending light therapy and making switches to your daily routine such as working
out more and staying away from foods like
cabrs that can casue lethargy. The holiday
blues you experience may actually be much
more pointed, but that is no reason to panic.
research your symptoms to see if you could
benefit from treatment for SAD, and make
sure to enjoy the start of the holiday season.
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Barker Bites

Jeffery Thornbrough
Sports Co-Editor

Mizzou Basketball

Stranger Things 2

Mens USA Soccer

Black Friday

The University of Missouri’s college basketball team has
a big amount of talent this year.
The team is already off to 2-0 start
after pounding Wagner University
and Iowa state. This year’s team is
believed to be one of the best mens
basketball team Mizzou has ever
had. Some fans wont be getting to
see their tigers play at home, because all season home game tickets
have already been sold out. Mizzou
Arena has not had a sold out game
since March 5, 2013. Showing how
every fan is wanting to watch this
team play and see the tigers be successful. A combinations of young
freshman talent and some experience the team looks to make this
year a year to remember. Not just
for themselves but for the entire
Mizzou fan base. Next game will be
at Utah University.

On July 15th, 2016 Netflix
released a new series which would
have every teenager and Netflix fanatic going crazy over this series.
Stranger things is the second most
watched Netflix series.
This intense sci-fi is enjoyed by kids, teenagers, and even
adults all over the world. The main
characters of this series are mainly
young adults and teenagers. The
actors make an estimated 30,000
dollars an episode.
Anyone who has not
watched season 1, should definitely watch season 1 before season because of the cliff hanger that
season 1 ends with. Season 2 was
released to on Netflix on October
13th, 2017. Their is 9 episodes in
season2. This has been the most
watched show on Netflix since the
release date.

The USA Mens soccer
team failed to qualify for the 2018
world cup as they lost to Trinadad
and Tobago. This was the first time
the USA mens soccer team would
not be competing in the World Cup
since 1986. The players had felt like
they let nation down but others had
to say something about that. Many
players and soccer analyst blamed
the coaches throughout the USA
young training system. These next
couple of years the whole system
will be changed with several camps
being planned throughout the
country. The main problem is not
enough young soccer players eat,
sleep, and breathe the game of soccer. With the u17 USA mens team
making it to the quarter finals of
this past years world cup, a lot of
young talent is coming to the upcoming years team.

The day after Thanksgiving is one of the busiest day for
every store. When moms and dads
rush to the store early in the morning and wait in line til their favorite
store opens just to spend all their
money on their family for Christmas. Walmarts, Academies, and all
kinds of stores are packed all day
on this day. The first recorded use
of the word “Black Friday” was not
used as day for holiday shopping
but the crash of the Gold Market
24, 1869. This years Black Friday
will take place on the date of November 24th. On the day of black
Friday, it finally starts to feel like
Christmas. Everyone is excited to
get into the Christmas spirit, because of all the Christmas shopping, even though everyone has
been excited for Christmas fro
about a month now.

November 17, 2017
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Boys Basketball

Couresy of Standard Democrat

Kevin Jones blocking player from Vashon

Courtesy of Standard Democrat

Fred Thatch high-fives Kevin Jones
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Courtesy of Twitter
Trey Jenkins dunking the ball against Notre Dame

Nathan B. Self
Reporter
It’s back. Bulldogs fans know exactly
what I’m talking about. The smell of popcorn, the
squeaky shoes rubbing against the hardwood, and
he roar of the “Red Sea” on a Friday home game
in the Field House. Sikeston basketball is unexplainable to an outsider.
For ages, Sikeston sports have always
been successful in the state of Missouri which has
given Bulldog fans something to take pride in.
However, since Coach Holifield took over as the
Head Coach in the late 90s, the Sikeston basketball program is the winningest in the state. Which
explains the abundance of excitement that goes
along with each season for the Bulldogs.
In the past 8 seasons, Sikeston has made
it to the State semi-finals 4 times. As well as winning the state championship in 2011, finishing
with a 30-0 record on the season, an unforgettable
season for any fan of the Sikeston program.
“This year is going to be special. We’ve
got more talent than we have had in a long time.
We’ve got abunch of guys that can drop big
numbers at any time. Our eyes are locked in on
that ring and it’s going to take a lot for us to be

knocked off.” Junior Kevin Jones said.
This year’s roster is full of talent in every
way, from big men, to shooters, to explosive finishers, and floor generals. But the most familiar name
on the Bulldog roster has been classified as “all of
the above.”
There have been many great players come
through the halls of Sikeston High School, but we
are witnessing arguably the best of them all right
now: Fred Thatch Jr.
Thatch is already Sikeston’s all-time leader in rebounds (942). He trails Michael Porter’s
school record (1994) points by only 160 (1834). He
is also 2nd in assists and steals. He currently has
366 assists and 245 steals.
Thatch signed his letter of intent last
Wednesday morning in front of a large group of
family, teammates, coaches and friends at the Field
House.
After receiving offers from Mizzou, Arkansas, and Tulsa, Thatch verbally committed to
Saint Louis University on January 12th of this year.
“Ever since I was a little kid I’ve dreamed
about being a Division I athlete, so the time is here.

I’m going from being nervous to excited to nervous to excited again.” Thatch said.
After being asked what his goals for his
last season as a Bulldog were, his answer was
simple: “Win a state title. This is my last year
and that’s our goal, to win it all. I want this team
to break school records and I want to make a lot
of memories with my teammates.” Thatch said.
New additions to the Sikeston roster
this year are Alabama brothers, Owen and Parker Long. The twins are highly touted for their
ability to score and contribute overall to the already talented Bulldog offense.
Another new, yet familiar face joining
the roster this year is Keith Blisset Jr. Blisset is
returning after playing the last 2 years at Scott
County Central.
There will be 7 seniors on this year’s
team: BJ Hill, Jequan Ray, Fred Thatch, Dylon Mills, Don Larry, Keith Blisset, and Austin
Branch.
Sikeston’s first game will be vs. Carnahan at home on Tuesday, November the 28. Let’s
start off the year with a BANG.
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Wrestling Preview

Amber L. Dukes
Student Life Editor

As Fall Sports end, Winter Sports begin.
The Sikeston Bulldogs Wrestling Team began practice on October 30th, as did all sports for this upcoming season, with the hopes of a successful winter. 3
out of the 7 State qualifiers Trent Elliot ‘19, Josh
Rishton ‘19, and David Valdez have returned to the
mat and are looking to make it back to the infamous
state tournament come February.
With the loss of 6 seniors last year, this
year’s team is pursuing one goal: to bring home
more state hardware. Adjustments to not only to the
team’s outlook but also coaching staff have been
made. Coach Corey Adkisson has filled the head
coaching position with also the addition of Coach
Blake Angle as one of the assistant coaches. Coach
Adkisson had previously been an assistant coach
and was also a coach for our football and track team,
while new teacher Coach Angle previously coached
Norte Dame’s up and coming wrestling program.

photo courtesy of Standard Democrat
The team is pictured practicing for the season.

As each year the program has seen several
wrestlers grasp the state tournament, this season’s
outlook is to go and hopefully come back with the
most the program has ever seen.
“Something we are looking forward to
as a team this year is bringing back multiple state
medals. The past few years the program has had 1
or 2 guys bring home a medal, but this year we’d
like to see that number go up,” Assistant Coach
Blake Angle said.
As each wrestler wants to individually do
well, so does the team as a whole. The team last
winter, finished 6th out of 13 teams at the Conference Tournament and 5th out of 15 teams at the
District Tournament. With that in mind, the team’s
overall hopes are to get even further and push for
bigger and better team recognitions.
“We want to make that push for a Conference and District title, and qualify our full lineup for the state tournament when February rolls
around,” Angle said.
There are 3 seniors wrestling for the last

time this season and they are, Landon Griggs who
was previously an All-American at the Brute Nationals tournament last April, Logan McCabe, and
returning state qualifier David Valdez. Landon is
looking forward to the matches that will test his
ability the most for his last year with the program.
“I am most looking forward to Districts
because that is where we can track our progress
and really see what it takes to go up and get the
ultimate goal, state tournament,” Griggs said.
There have been open mat practices for
the summer and as for the next few weeks leading up to the start of the team’s opponent line-up,
33 wrestlers both varsity and junior varsity will be
practicing to fill each of their desired weight class
slots, preparing to be on the line-up and wrestle the
best that they can.
The Bulldog wrestlers will have their first
dual against both Norte Dame and Dexter at Norte
Dame Regional High School on November 30th,
hoping to come out with a good start to the upcoming winter season.

photo courtesy of Standard Democrat
Senior Landon Griggs pictured facing an opponent last season.

November 17, 2017
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The Girls are Back

KR

ylie &

Riley G. Cantrell
Co-Sports Editor

iley’s
Rants

Basketball season is now underway and
people all around the country are super excited to see
photo courtesy of Sydney Stark how this season compares to the last.
The Warriors and Cavaliers are usually to
Sikeston Girls Basketball team poses for a picture after winning second place during the District Competiton last year. Teams that everyone talks about. While supposedly
building a “super team” the Warriors brought home
a Championship trophy last season by defeating the
Cavs in a 4-1 series win, while only having one loss
There are only two seniors for the Lady
through out the playoffs. The year before, the Cavs
Gracie L. Barber
Dogs this year: Gloria Bennett and Montanah Sulcame back from a 3-0 series deficit to beat the WarReporter
livan. Bennett is a returning player who took a
riors and claim their Championship.
short break through her years at SHS. Sullivan is a
The term “super team” has not been used
returning player from her sophomore year.
lightly through the past couple years. The WarBasketball season is just starting and the
“This season we want a district title. No
riors added MVP Kevin Durant to their claim
girls are ready to kick it into high gear. Their jambo- Sikeston’s Girl’s basketball team has ever won
their already high caliber roster. They seemed to be
ree is Saturday, November 18, with their first home Districts and we would love nothing more than to
unbeatable. The goal was to win a Championship,
game Tuesday, November 21.
make history. Our practices have a lot of intensity
and they did just that. The Cavs added a few highly
Bethany Asmus, Assistant Coach, shared- this year and we are striving to beat all of our rival
ranked players to their team this year. Isaiah Thomas,
her thoughts on the season.
teams. It will be very challenging and competitive
Derrick Rose, and Dwayne Wade. By adding these
“Expectations are to just continue to build but I have a lot of confidence in my teammates and
people they are looking to beat the Warriors and seek
and keep the momentum going up. Our girls are put- I” Stark ‘19 said.
another Championship ring.
ting in a lot of work and dedication which will pay
The Lady Dogs number one rival for
Along with the Warriors and Cavs, the Celtoff in the long run. Honestly, I am looking forward many years has been Dexter, which also only has a
ics added some high quality athletes starting with
to every game this year. The atmosphere and sense few returning players. The Bulldogs will face DexKyrie Irving. This 5-star point guard left the Cavs
of team is extremely positive this year and is highly ter in the first round of the Semo Conference Tourto try and build his legacy on his own somewhere
contagious. I believe if we keep on this same track nament which will be held November 27 at 5:30 at
different than Lebron James. Along with him, the
and continue to build, good things will come from the Sikeston Field House.
Celtics added Gordon Hayward. They have Irving, to
The team looks forward to the new year
this team,” Asmus said.
take it to the rack, or he can pass it out to Hayward
The team has lost almost all of its former and can’t wait for their season to begin. You can
who can knock down shots behind the arc. They
players, except for two: Zaria Blissett-Hall and Syd- catch these girls in action on the court begining this
also had a number 3, first round pick to draft Jason
ney Stark. The team is basically a clean slate which Saturday. They invite you to come out and cheer
Tatum. He is and all around player who can do it all.
them on.
will hopefully lead to a happy ending.

Patriotism at it’s best
Tail End
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Children at Mathews Elementary stand during the
National Anthem.
Photo courtesy of Standard Democrat

General Glenn Hagler talks to the audience at the Veteran’s Day Assembly at
the Sikeston Field House.
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A Veteran greets the crowd.
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Troops put down a flag while deployed over seas.

Local Veteran’s pay their respects to their branch of
service during the Veteran’s Day Assembly.

